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About This Game

A curse has befallen the Crescent Isle and it's up to you to save them. Luckily the curse has transformed your people into helpful
monsters such as drills, blobs, icicles, and gravity flipping...things. With your monster subjects in hand you'll have to drill

through rocks, maneuver through spiky terrain, freeze water to pass over the sea, and restore your kingdom to its former glory.

Key features:
Story Mode

Speedrun Mode
Boss Rush Mode

Sound Test
Local Co-op

Updated graphics and sound (from the Xbox 360 version)
Updated game engine with improved physics (ish)

--Credits--
COVER ART: TEMMIE CHANG -https://twitter.com/tuyoki
COMPOSER: DANIEL DAVIS - https://twitter.com/an0va

ARRANGER: STEVE LAKAWICZ -https://twitter.com/a_p_0_c
GRAPHICS: MICHAEL LAMBERT -https://twitter.com/Jakten

DESIGN & PROGRAMMING: ADAM MOWERY - https://twitter.com/1amowery
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As mentioned in the earlier reviews, the game is blurry and stats take the whole screen. I had to take the advice from the
reviewers. For anyone who still decide to take a chance and encounter the same problem, I recommend to ask for refund at 
help.steampowered.com. Remember that you can ask for refund within 14 days of purchase if the game has been played for
LESS than 2 hours!. absolute trash . mobile trash like this usually doesn't get my attention but now its on steam, and with some
easy achievements and that's that. terrible camera, controls, concept, sounds, its all bad. everything. awful.

get the easy 100 percentile and uninstall. i would be ashamed to have my names appear in the credits.. Having lots of fun!. If
you ever wished they made a Band Of Brothers game, then this is it.. Quirky little game that is pretty fun, NOTE; This game
isn't a bejewled clone, as much as you like to think that, It's quite a bit different. I played a good 25 minutes of it and I would
reccomend this to anyone that has family or someone that is into casual games. Its a shame that Square Enix gave up on this..
This is worth 10 bucks, sure, but barely. There needs to be more games, honestly, if i went to an arcade this size in real life i'd
be done in an hour, 5 bucks spent.. Heya this is Spike from "F2PContinued?" We did a review for this game and gave it a 5/5!
check it out here
Part1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8ULphxz6Us
Part 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W00marx2xJ4
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Not so much a review, but more of things I found good about the game and some things I feel needs to be fixed/added to the
game.

Good things -
It's fun sneaking around houses, disconnecting alarms and finding secret codes. It makes the game feel more like you're a theif
who needs to get all the intel to pull off the biggests score in history.

Things that need fixing -
I found that when you let go of the move button, the character would continue to move forwards instead of stopping. That got
annoying pretty quickly.

The AI are either too dumb or too aggressive at times. I found myself trying to hide from them but they still find me even if
they didn't spot me. I'd fix the AI and the movement physics the most.

Graphically, the game's character models need a lot of work as they look like dummies and can be kind of scary.

Environments in some levels are bit too open and bland some of the time, and can usually distract players from the game.

Things that could be added -
I think giving players the ability to hide would be a great option, a peaking function would also benefit the game as it gives
players that strategic edge against the AI.

Going through secret passage ways to bypass security would be fun in some of the levels and using objects to block doors from
being opened whilst you hack a security camera (I also think they should has Security Cameras into the game) would be neat.

Really, I have to say that the game is fun but needs a lot of work.
Would I recommend it? Not now, but it does have a lot of promise so I'd keep an eye on it if you're interested.

. Personally, I enjoyed this visual novel. I bought it despite some of the bad reviews, as it was cheap, and was pleasantly
surprised.
The writing does lean towards excess, and could do with some editing - for example, a lengthy description of Kira's appearance
is not necessary, as we see her sprite and already know about her apple-green eyes.
I loved the odd sense of place this game had. It felt somewhat familiar, yet alien. I also liked the way the story emerged as a
series of vignettes - again though, there are some loose ends and the transitions in some places were a bit confusing. In one
instance, art appears before the writing has caught up, leaving me confused as to why the protagonist was talking about Kira
walking away when the art shows her smiling with a fishing net.
I liked the ending, but the lengthy explanation Kira gives felt a tad clumsy. I also disliked how every ending has Kira deciding to
be good, either before or after she murders the protagonist

The game is very short, it took me under an hour to 100% it.

All in all, this is just what I think. The bad reviews raise good points, but for me the good outweighed the bad in the end.. Cid
and Markus have opened up a Potion Tavern on cloud. The first tavern is kind of a dump, but soon you get a new tavern with
progressive design. This game is a Time Management Game with 3D graphics and lots of funny and challenging levels. After
each level you can visit the Shop, where you can purchase different upgrades for your tavern or crew.. Look I'm gonna be
honest - I grew up with this game so I have got a big ol' pair of nostalgia goggles on right now. But ZGI is one of the funniest
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in' adventure games I have ever played, and I love it so, so much.

The basic plot is that you're a magical vacuum cleaner salesperson trying to overthrow a facist dictator. And, uh, yeah. The game
is every bit as 90's as it sounds.

It's got outdated CGI. It's got goofy FMV segments and actors. There are ridiculous game overs, such as getting yourself killed
by accidentally turning yourself into a paperweight and teleporting to New Jersey. There's a spell that exists for the sole purpose
of turning purple things invisible. And there's a good chance you'll get stuck on a puzzle because you didn't realize the object
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you needed was on the floor of a room you spent two seconds in.

All that stuff is part of the charm for me. It's like the video game equivalent of a b-movie.

But if you prefer adventure games with a less-weird art style, a more obvious sense of direction, or no game-overs you might
wanna pick up something more modern or LucasArts-y.

(Also - this Steam version is functionally identical to the GOG version. It's been patched so that the screen pans at a normal
speed, and not at the whiplash inducing pace of the CD version.). A big thumbs down from me. I'm sure this game is perfectly
fine to play on a mobile device, but that is where it should have stayed!
Audio - Average sound assets across the board, menu music is surprisingly good though.
Graphics - Poor in general, no options for resolution.
Gameplay - Has a lot of flaws from a lack of depth and synergy. To having features that only work well on a mobile device.
Many more listed in the video below.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=58dTpsI2wOI. I love destruction and physix sim very much, this game is awesome!.
Ignore the butthurt "Its worse than the original game" reviews. If you have never played the original than this is an
improvement.. I got this game hoping for a more in-depth "fruit ninja" experience. It does many things right, unlike fruit ninja
you need to have edge control of the weapon and follow through with your strike much like a real sword. This is great, however,
there is a delay between the way you turn the blade and the game registering it has been turned. In short there is latency. This
causes frustration since you need to angle the weapon for the strike you require in advance of making the strike. In a game that
requires fast reflexes and quick turns of the sword to hit the fruit that you missed on the first pass, latency is unforgivable and to
a degree makes the game unplayable.

TL:DR It is good, the ideas are there but due to latency and edge control I cannot recommend.. Amazing game.
Really like the art style and how it plays.
Strongly recommend it to people who like indie games!
And one more great thing is the great support, they listen to what their fans have to say.
The game is hard but that makes the game fun and let you rage on your friends if they do something wrong :d
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